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Abstract. We introduce and discuss the notions of minimal 4,..-open sets in topolog-

ical spaces. We investigate some its fundamental properties. We show that the notions

of minimal open sets and minimal 4,,-open sets are independent andfinally we obtain

some applications of a minimal A,..-open sets.
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1. Introduction

The study of semi open sets in topological spaces was initiated by Levine

[10]. The complement of a subset A of X is denoted by X \ A. In 1937,

M.Stone [22], defined regular closed set, a subset A is said to be regular-closed

if A = Cl(Int(A)). The family of all regular-closed sets of (X,7) is denoted

by RC(X). The concept of operation -y was initiated by Kasahara [4]. He

also introduced y-closed graph of a function. Using this operation, Ogata [21]

introduced the concept of y-open sets and investigated the related topological

properties of the associated topology 7, and 7. He further investigated general

operator approaches of closed graph of mappings. Further Ahmad and Hussain

[1] continued studying the properties of y -open(y-closed) sets. In 2009, Hus-

sain and Ahmad [3], introduced the concept of minimal -y-open sets. In 2011 [5]

(resp. in 2013 [6]) Khalaf and Namigq, defined an operation + called s-operation.

They work in operation in topology in [14], [8], [9], [15], [16], [17],[18], [19]. They

defined Ag--open set[13] by using s-operation and (-closed set and also inves-

tigated several properties of Ag.-derived, Age-interior and Ag,-closure points in
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topological spaces. In 2017, Carpintero et al. [2], investigated the notions of

minimal open sets in a generalized topological spaces and investigated its fun-

damental properties.

In this paper, we introduce and discuss minimal A,,-open sets in topological

spaces and investigate some of their fundamental properties. We show that the

notions of minimal A,,-open sets and minimal open sets are independent. Fi-

nally we obtain some applications of minimal 4,,-open sets. First, we recall

some definitions and results used in this paper.

2. Preliminaries

Throughout, X denotes a topological space. Let A be a subset of X, then the

closure and the interior of A are denoted by Cl(A) and Int(A) respectively.

A subset A of a topological space (X,7) is said to be semi open [10] if A C

Cl(Int(A)). The complement of a semi open set is called semi closed [10]. The

family of all semi open (resp. semi closed) sets in a topological space (X,7) is

denoted by SO(X,7T) or SO(X) (resp. SC(X,7T) or SC(X)). We consider 4 as

a function defined on SO(X) into P(X) and A: SO(X) > P(X) is called an

s-operation if V C A(V) for each non-empty semi open set V. It is assumed

that A(0) = @ and A(X) = X for any s-operation A. Let X be a topological

space and \: SO(X) > P(X) be an s-operation, then a subset A of X is called

a A*-open set [12] which is equivalent to \-open set [5] and A,-open set [6] if

for each x € A there exists a semi open set U such that x € U and A(U) C A.

The complement of a A*-open set is called A*-closed. The family of all A*-open

(resp. A*-closed ) subsets of a topological space (X,7) is denoted by SO,(X,7)

or SO,(X) (resp. SC)(X,7) or SC\(X) ).

Proposition 2.1 ([13]). For a topological space X, SO,(X) C SO(X).

The following example shows that the contention of the above proposition

may be strict..

Example 2.2 ([13]). Let X = {a,b,c}, and 7 = {0,{a},X}. We define an

s-operation A: SO(X) > P(X) as (A) = A if be A and \(A) = X otherwise.

Here, we have {a,c} is semi open but it is not \*-open.

Definition 2.3 ([13]). An s-operation A on X is said to be s-regular which is

equivalent to A-regular [7 if for every semi open sets U and V of X containing

the point x € X, there exists a semi open set W containing x such that A(W) C

MUAY).

The proof of the following two propositions are in [7].

Proposition 2.4. Let {Ay}acr be any collection of \*-open sets in a topological

space (X,T), then \J,<7 Aa is a A*-open set.

Proposition 2.5. Let X be semi-regular operation. IfA and B are *-open sets

in X, then AN B is also a A*-open set.
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Definition 2.6. A X*-open [12] (A-open [5], As-open [6]) subset A of a topo-

logical space X is called Ay--open [20| if for each x € A there exists a regular

closed set F such thatx € F C A. The complement of a Ape-open set is called

Are-closed. The family of all Xyc-open (resp. Arc-closed) subsets of a topologi-

cal space (X,T) is denoted by SO),_.(X,7) or SOy,,(X) (resp. SCy,_,.(X,7) or

SC),.(X)).

Definition 2.7. Let X be a topological space and X: SO(X) > P(X) be an

s-operation, then a subset A of X is called a Xye-open neighbourhood of a point

xe X if A is a Xpe-open set and x € A.

Proposition 2.8 ([20]). For a topological space X, SO,,,(X) C SO\(X) C

SO(X).

The following example shows that the contention of the above proposition

may bestrict.

Example 2.9. In Example 2.2, we have {a,c} is semi open but it is not A*-open.

And also {a,b} is \*-open set but it is not Ap. -open.

Definition 2.10 ([20]). Let A be a subset of X. Then:

1. The Xpe-closure of A (AycCl(A)) is the intersection of all Ay--closed sets

containing A.

2. The Xpe-interior of A (AreInt(A)) is the union of all Ay--open sets of X

contained in A.

Proposition 2.11 ([20]). For each point x € X, x © ApcCl(A) if and only if

VNAFOB for every V € SO), (X) such thatx eV.

Proposition 2.12 ((20]). Let {Aatacr be any collection of Arc-open sets in a

topological space (X,T), then yep Aa 18 a Arc-open set.

Proposition 2.13 ([20]). Let \ be an s-regular operation. If A and B are

Apre-open sets in X, then AN B is also a Xpe-open set.

Definition 2.14 ([11]). Let X be a space and A C X be an open set. Then A

is called a minimal open set if @ and A are the only open subsets of A.

3. Minimal \,,-open sets

Definition 3.1. Let X be a space and A C X be a Xp--open set. Then A is

called a minimal Ape-open set if @ and A are the only Xpc-open subsets of A.

The following example show that minimal open set and minimal A,,-open

set are independent.
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Example 3.2. Let X = {a,b,c}, and 7 = {0, {a}, {b}, {a,b}, X}. We define an

s-operation A: SOLX) — P(X) as \(A) = A if A ZF {a}, {b} and A(A) = {a,b}

if A = {a} or {b}. The \,--open sets are J), {a,c}, {b,c} and X. We have {a,c}

is minimal \,,--open set, but it is not minimal open set. And also {a} is minimal

open set, but it is not minimal A,,-open set.

Proposition 3.3. Let A be a nonempty Arc-open subset of a space X. If AC

ArcClUC), then AreCI(A) = AreCl(C), for any nonempty subset C of A.

Proof. For any nonempty subset C' of A,we have ApeCI(C) C ApeCILA). On

the other hand, by supposition, we see ApeCI(A) C ApcCl(AreCU(C)) = AreCU(C)

implies rA,¢CI(A) C Ay-CU(C). Therefore we have r,-CU(A) = A,-Cl(C) for any

nonempty subset C of A. O

Proposition 3.4. Let A be a nonempty A;--open subset of a space X. If

ArcCl(A) = AxeCU(C), for any nonempty subset C of A, then A is a minimal

Are-open set.

Proof. Suppose that A is not a minimal A,,-open set. Then there exists a

nonempty A;--open set B such that B C A and hence there exists an element

x € A such that « ¢ B. Then we have \,,Cl({z}) C X \ B implies that

ArcCl({x}) is a proper subset of A,-CI(A). And the result follows. O

Remark 3.5. For simplify, we assume that \ is an s-regular operation in the

remainderof this section three, such as in Proposition 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, Corol-

lary 3.11, 3.12 and Theorem 3.13. Observe that if the condition of A is not an

s-regular operation, then the intersection of two 4,,-open sets not necessarily is

a Ape-open set, as we can see in the following Example.

Example 3.6. Let X = {a,b,c}, and 7 = {9, {a}, {b}, {a,b}, X }. We define an

s-operation \: SOLX) > P(X) as \(A) = A if A ZF {a}, {b} and A(A) = {a,b}

if A = {a} or {0}.

SO(X) = {0,X, {a}, {0}, {a,b}, {aye}, {b,c}.
SO)(X) = {0,X, {a, b}, {a,c}, {b, c}}.

SO),.(X) — {0, x, {a, c}, {b, c}}.

Clearly X is not a s-regular operation and the intersection of the A,,-open sets

{a,c} and {b,c} is not a A,--open.

Proposition 3.7. The following statements are true:

1. If Ais a minimal r,--open set and B a A,ce-open set, By proposition 2.18,

ANB is a Ape-open set. Then AN B= or ACB.

2. If B and C are minimal dyc-open sets. Then BNC = or B=C.

Proof. (1) Let B be a A,--open set such that AN B #@. Since A is a minimal

Arc-open set and AM BC A, we have AN B = A. Therefore A C B.

(2) If ANB # @, then by (1), we have BC Cand CC B. Therefore, B=C. O
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Proposition 3.8. Let A be a minimal r,--open set. Ifa € A, then A C B for

any Apc-open neighborhood B of x.

Proof. Let B be a \;,-open neighborhood of a such that A is not contained

in B. Since X is a s-regular operation, then 6 # AN B is a Aye-open set. This

contradicts our assumption that A is a minimal 4,--open set. O

Proposition 3.9. Let A be a minimal »,--open set. Then for any a € A,

A=(M{B: B is Ape — open neighborhood of x}.

Proof. By Proposition 3.4 and the fact that A is A,--open neighborhood of a,

we have A = O{B: B is X-- — open neighborhood of x} C A. Therefore, the

result follows. O

Proposition 3.10. Jf A is a minimal »,--open set in X not containing x € X.

Then for any Apc-open neighborhood C of x, either CON A=@ or ACC.

Proof. Since C is a A,,-open set, we have the result by Proposition 3.3. O

Corollary 3.11. JfA is a minimal d,,-open set in X not containing a point x €

X. If Ay =O{B: B is Aye — open neighborhood of x}. Then either A,NA=0

or AC Ay.

Proof. If A C B for any A,,-open neighborhood B of z, then A C M{B:

B is Aye—open neighborhood of a}. Therefore A C A,. Otherwise there exists a

Are-open neighborhood B of x suchthat BNA = @. Then we have A,NA =. O

Corollary 3.12. If A is a nonempty minimal A,-.-open set of X, then for a

nonempty subset C' of A, A C ApeCU(C).

Proof, Let C be any nonempty subset of A. Let y € A and B be any A,.,.-open

neighborhood of y. By Proposition 3.4, we have A C BandC = ANC C

Bnc. Thus we have BNC 4 § and hence y € Ay-Cl(C). This implies that

AC ApeCU(C). O

Combining Corollary 3.12 and Propositions 3.3 and 3.4, we have:

Theorem 3.13. Let A be a nonempty r;,--open subset of space X. Then the

following are equivalent:

1. A is minimal A,--open set, where X is s-regular.

2. For any nonempty subset C of A, A © AreCUC).

3. For any nonempty subset C of A, AxeCl(A) = ArcCU(C).
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4, Finite \,,-open sets

In this section, we study some properties of minimal A,,-open sets in finite

Are-open sets and \,,-locally finite spaces.

Proposition 4.1. Let (X,7) be a topological space and} # B finite A,¢-open

set in X. Then there exists at least one (finite) minimal \,,-open set A such

that AC B.

Proof. Suppose that B is a finite 4,.,-open set in_X. Then we have the following

two possibilities:

1. B is a minimal 4,--open set.

2. B is not a minimal 4,,-open set.

In case (1), if we choose A = B, then the proposition is proved. If the case (2)

is true, then there exists a nonempty (finite) A,~-open set By, which is properly

contained in B. If By, is minimal A,,-open, we take A = B,. If By, is not a

minimal A,.-open set, then there exists a nonempty (finite)A,--open set Bz such

that By C B, C B. We continue this process and have a sequence of A;--open

sets C By C... C By C By C B. Since B is a finite, this process will end in a

finite numberof steps. That is, for some natural number k, we have a minimal

Ape-open set 6, such that A = B,. This completes the proof. OC

Definition 4.2. A space X is said to be a Xy_<-locally finite space, if for each

a € X there exists a finite ,,-open set A in X such thata € A.

Definition 4.3. Let X = R andt = P(R). We define an s-operation X :

SO(R) — P(R) as (A) = A for every subset A of R. Then (R,T) is @ Are-

locally finite space

Corollary 4.4. Let X be a X,--locally finite space and B a nonempty Ayc-open

set. Then there exists at least one (finite) minimal r,--open set A such that

ACB, where X is s-regular.

Proof. Since B is a nonemptyset, there exists an element x of B. Since X isa

Arc-locally finite space, we have a finite A,,~-open set By, such that x € B,. Since

BO B, is a finite A;--open set, we get by Proposition 4.1, a minimal A,--open

set A such that AC BN B, C B. O

Proposition 4.5. Let X be a space and for anya € I, Bo a Apc-open set and

DAA finite r,--open set. Then AN ((\ycr Ba) ts a finite Ay.-open set, where

A is s-regular.

Proof, We see that there exists an integer n such that AN ((),<7 Ba) = AN

(Qj, Ba;)) and hence we have the result. O

Using Proposition 4.5, we can prove the following:
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Theorem 4.6. Let X be a space and for anya € 1, By is a Ape-open set and for

any B ET, Bg is a nonempty finite Ay--open set. Then (User Bs) 0 (Neer Ba)

is & X\re-open set, where X is s-regular.

It is important to know that the notions of A,,-locally finite space and locally

finite space are independent, because the family of A;,-open sets and the family

of open set in a topological (X,7) with an s-operation 4: SO(X) > P(X) are

independent.

5. More properties

Let A be a nonempty finite ,--open set. It is clear, by Proposition 3.3 and 4.1,

that if A is s-regular, then there exists a natural number m such that{A1, Ag,...,

Am} is the class of all minimal A,--open sets in A satisfying the following two

conditions:

1. For any i,n with 1 <i,n<mandi#¢n, A;N Ap = 9%.

2. If C is a minimal A,,-open set in A, then there exists 7 with 1 <i<m

such that C' = A;.

Theorem 5.1. Let X be a space and AF @ be a finite \,,.-open set which is not

a minimal r,--open set. Let {A,, Ag,..., Am} be a class of all minimal A,--open

sets in A andy € A\ (Uj, Ai). Define Ay =N{By}, where By is a Ape-open

neighborhood of y. Then there exists a natural number k € {1,2,3,...,m} such

that Az is contained in Ay, where X is s-regular.

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that for any natural number k € {1,2,3,...,m},

Aj is not contained in Ay. By Proposition 3.7, for any minimal A,-open set A;

in A, AyMAy = 0. By Proposition 4.5, 8 4 Ay is a finite ,,-open set. Therefore

by Proposition 4.1, there exists a minimal A,,-open set C such that C C Ay.

Since C C A, C A, we have C' is a minimal A,,-open set in A. By supposition,

for any minimal A,<-open set Az, we have Ay NC C Ay M Ay = 0. Therefore,

for any natural number k € {1,2,3,...,m}, C # Aj. This contradicts our

assumption. Hence the proof. O

Proposition 5.2. Let X be a space and A # @ be a finite X,,-open set which

is not a minimal rpc--open set. Let {A,, Ao,...,Am} be a class of all minimal

Are-open sets in A andy € A\ (A, UAgU...U Am). Then there exists a natural

number k € {1,2,3,...,m}, such that for any ryc-open neighborhood By of y,

Ax ts contained in By, where X is s-regular.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.1. Cl

Theorem 5.3. Let X be a space and A # @ be a finite Aye-open set which is not

a minimal Xy--open set. Let {A,, A2,..., Am} be a class of all minimal Aye-open

sets in A andy € A\ (AjUA2U...U Am). Then there exists a natural number

k € {1,2,3,...,m}, such that y € ApcCl(Ay). where A is s-regular.
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Proof. It follows from Proposition 5.2, that there exists a natural number

k € {1,2,3,...,m} such that A; C B for any A,--open neighborhood B of

y. Therefore 0 A Ay C Ay N B and then, y € ApcCl(Ax). O

Proposition 5.4. Let A # @ be a finite X,,-open set in a space X and for

each k € {1,2,3,...,m}, A, is a minimal r,--open set in A. If the class

{Aj, Ag,...,; Am} contains all minimal ,--open sets in A, then for any 0 A

By C Ap, AC ArCIB, U Bo U B3U...U Bm), where X is s-regular.

Proof. If A is a minimal A,,-open set, then this is the result of Theorem 3.13(2).

Otherwise, when A is not a minimal A,,-open set. If x is any element of A \

(A; U Ag U Ag U... U Am), then by Theorem 5.3, 2 € ApceCl(A1) U AreCl(Az) U

AreCl(Am). Therefore, by Theorem 3.13 (3), we obtain that A C A-eCl(A1) U

ApelAg)U...ArcClAm) = ArcClBy) UArcCl(Be) VU... AreClBim) = ArceCl(BU

Bz U B3U...U Bm). OC

Proposition 5.5. Let A # @ be a finite X,.--open set and for eachk € {1,2,3,...,

m}, Ap is a@ minimal ryce-open set in A. If for any @ A Be C Ag, A C

ArcCl(B, U Bg U B3U...U Bm), then ApcCl(A) = ApeCUBy, U Bo U B3U..U Bm).

Proof. For any @ 4 By, C Ax, with & € {1,2,3,...,m}, we have A,-Cl(B, U

BoU B3U...U Bm) © AreCl(A). Also, we have ApeCl(A) © ApeCl(Bi U Bz U B3U

U Bm) = ArcCULB1) U ApcCl(Ba) U AreCl( Bz) Uw. U ArcCl(Bm). Therefore,

ArcCl(A) = ArcCl(B, U Bo U B3 U...U Bm), for any nonempty subset By, of Az

with k € {1,2,3,...,m}. Ol

Proposition 5.6. Let A £ @ be a finite X,.--open set and for eachk € {1,2,3,...,

m}, Ag is a minimal A,--open set in A. If for any 0 A By C Ax, ArcCl(Ax) =

ArcCl(B, U Bo U B3U...U By), then the class {A,;U AgU Ag U... U Am} contains

all minimal Aye-open sets in A.

Proof. Suppose that C is a minimal A,--open set in A and C # A, for k €

{1,2,3,...,m}. Then we have CM A,-Cl(A,) = @ for each k € {1,2,3,...,m}.

It follows that any element of C is not contained in AyeCl(A, UA2gUA3U...UAm).

This is a contradiction to the fact that C C A C X,-CILA) = A,-CUB, U By U

B3U...U By). This completes the proof. Oo

Combining Propositions 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 5.7. Let A be a nonempty finite A,--open set and Ap a minimal Apo-

open set in A for each k € {1,2,3,...,m}. Then the following three conditions

are equivalent:

1. The class {A,, Ag,...,Am} contains all minimal r,--open sets in A.

2. For any @ A By C Ag, Ag C ArcClLB, U By U Bg U...U By).

3. For any 0 A By C Ag, ArcClU(Ag) = ArcCl(Bi U By U B3U...U Bm), where

A is s-regular.
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